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Abstract: Generative and Connecting, Organizing, Reflecting, Extending (CORE) are two kinds of learning
model thatcan improve learners’ higher order thinking skill (HOTS). The purpose of this study was to point out
the best model to improve learners’ HOTS. For this purpose, a quasi-experiment was done in 7 Malang
Indonesia Senior High School. Twogroups of tenth grades learnerswere selected by random sampling method.
Generative learning model was applied to the first group, while CORE learning model was applied to the
second group. Learners’ HOTS were measured by the test which made based on HOTS indicators. Before
starting the program, each group took a pre-test. The program lasted for three weeks, and four hours each
week; and at the end of the program post-test works were taken from the candidates.The hypothesis was tested
using independent sample t-test using SPSS 16.00 for windows with probability of significance value of 0.05.The
results of the research shown that there was a significant difference between the gain score points of the
experimental groups (P<.05).The results also showed that the average of learners’ HOTS points withgenerative
learning model washigher than the other group.It was observed that this paper previously uncovered a role for
(1) Barbara L. Grabowski (2014) that generative learning model can increase higher order thinking skill, and
(2) Robert C. Calfee (2004) that CORE can increase higher order thinking skill. This manuscript builds on our
prior study to compare about both models, and focus on the effects on higher order thinking skill.
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I. Introduction
In 21st century, higher order thinking skill (HOTS) is being an essential issue for learners. This issue is
triggered by increasingly complex life and work environments (Autor D. H, et all, 2003; Duncan, 2009;
Faulkner J. and Latham G, 2016). To prepare learners for this competitiveness, higher order thinking skill is
being a focus. Higher order thinking skill can be learned like most skills through innovative learning. Thus, a
variety of learning model innovations have strived to develop the skill (Alismail & McGuire, 2015; Ledward &
Hirata, 2011). Generative learning model and Connecting, Organizing, Reflecting, Extending (CORE) learning
model are examples of that innovations.
Generative learning model and Connecting, Organizing, Reflecting, Extending (CORE) learning model
are the examples of learning model innovations that can improve learner’s higher order thinking skill.
Generative learning model is a process of learning that emphasizes on integration of learner’s new knowledge
and existing knowledge (Osborn and Wittrock, 1983). Similar to generative learning model, CORE learning
model also emphasize the learning of learners with knowledge on construction of organizing prior knowledge
and new knowledge (Calfee, 2004). So, both of these models are equivalent because both of these models
emphasizes learning by organizing existing knowledge and new knowledge. Thus, generative learning model
and CORE learning model deserves to be compared.
1.1 Higher Order Thinking Skill
Higher order thinking skill essentially means thinking that takes place at the highest level in a cognitive
process (Krulik and Rudnik, 1993). Higher order thinking happens when someone took the existing information
and the new information, thenconnected or reorganize the informations.Finally, someone expand this organized
information to achieving goals or finding answers (Nitko and Brookhart, 2011; Thomas and Thorne, 2009;
Heong's, 2011). This ability requires more practices in order to thrive the skill. There are several factors
affecting higher order thinking skill, including intelligentsia, environment, and experience (Budsankom et al.,
2015; Kane, et al., 2004; Kim, 2005; Horan, 2007; Ari and Eliassy, 2003; Bong, 2005; Patrick et al., 2007;
Nelson and Debacker, 2008; Dorman, 2009; Baeten et al., 2013; Newmann, 2006). Learner’s higher order
thinking skill can be measured by several indicators i.e., analysing (C4), evaluating (C5), and creating
(C6)(Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001; Marzano, 1998).
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1.2 Generative Learning Model
Generative learning model is a very active process for learners. Learners are required to connect new
information and existing information they had (Anderman, 2010; Grabowski et al., 2014; Osborn and Wittrock,
1983). They created their own concept with the knowledge that a new concept has been known (Kish, 2008).
This learning model has advantages among learners, i.e., active in learning and memory, stimulates curiosity
learners, and learners can make the hypothesis of a problem (Grabowski et al., 2014; Sutarman and Suwarsono,
2003). In addition to these advantages, this learning model also has some disadvantages including the tendency
of misconception and takes a long time (Sutarman and Suwarsono, 2003). There are several stages in generative
learning models include (1) exploration, (2) focusing, (3) challenge, and (4) the application of the concept
(Slavin, 1990; Sutarman and Suwarsono, 2003).
1.3 CORE Learning Model
CORE learning model is one of the learning process that demands the learners to be active in learning.
The learning model was first developed by Calfee in 1998. Calfee (2004) revealed that the intended learning
CORE model is a model of learning which expect learners to be able to construct their own knowledge with the
stages of (1) connecting, (2) organizing, (3) the reflecting, and (4) extending. This model encourages learners to
able exchange information with other learners to find the misconception happened and shape it into a new
knowledge units (Calfee, 2004). While the weakness of this model is the tendency of misconceptions and free
rider.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study are to find out whether there is a difference of learners’HOTS using generative
learning model and CORE learning model and to point out the best model to improve learners’ HOTS. Thus, the
hypothesis below were tested in the framework of this general aim based on HOTS indicators.
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom generative learning model was applied.
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom CORE learning model was applied.
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference between the gain score points(the differences between pretest
and posttest) of the first experimental group to whom generative learning model is applied and the second
experimental group to whom CORE learning model is applied.

II. Method
This study is a quantitative research to determine the differences between generative learning model
and CORE learning model of teaching geography. The sample of the study consisted of 56 first year learners at
a social science program at 7 Malang Senior High School, during the first semester of the 2016–2017 academic
years.The participants in the study were 26 males (46.4%) and 30 females (53.6%). Age levels ofthe participants
ranged from 15 to 17. For the sample of the research 28 students (16 female and 12 male) were chosen to form
the first experimental group and 28 students (14 female and 14 male) at the same age levels were randomly
selected to form the second experimental group. The groups were formed heterogeneous by the researchers.
Before starting the program, each group took the pre-test. The first group was taught using generative
learning model and the second group was taught using CORE learning model. The program lasted for three
weeks, and four hours each week; and at the end of the program post-test works were taken from the candidates.
Then, after the program, each group took the post-test. In the schematic design of this study as follows.
Experimental Design
O1
O1

E3
E4

X1
X2

O2
O2

Description:
O1 : Pre-test
E1 : 1st experimental group
E2 : 2nd experimental group
X1 : Generative learning model was applied
X2 : CORE learning model was applied
O2 : Post-test
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Research instrument used in the study is a test using the five subjective questions given after the study.
The making of the test was based on the indicators of higher order thinking skills. Before using the instrument,
the instrument was tested using validity and reliability test using the SPSS 16.0 for windows.
The data collected in the study was tested with quantitative statistics inferential. Hypothesis testing was
based on the results of the calculation using the SPSS 16.0 for windows. The hypothesis was tested using
Independent sample t-test. If the value of the probability of significance (P<.05), then the hypothesis is rejected.

III. Results
As shown in this research, higher order thinking skill was measured by five subjective questions based
on indicators of higher order thinking skill.In this section, the findings acquired as a result of the research have
been analysed according to the related hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom generative learning model was applied.
According to the result of the t-test, carried out between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom the generative learning model was applied; it has been seen that there is a significant difference;
[t(54) = -6.11p< .05] in the component ofanalysing skill,
[t(54) = -9.3p< .05] in the component of evaluating skill,
[t(54) = -16.47p< .05] in the component of creating skill,
therefore hypothesis 1 has been rejected. The generative learning model improves learners’ HOTS
effectively.
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom CORE learning model was applied.
According to the result of the t-test, carried out between the pre-test and post-test points of the experimental
group to whom the CORE learning model was applied; it has been seen that there is a significant difference;
[t(54) = -12.90p< .05] in the component ofanalysing skill,
[t(54) = -15.91p< .05] in the component of evaluating skill,
[t(54) = -33.14 p< .05] in the component of creating skill,
therefore hypothesis 2 has been rejected. The CORE learning model improves learners’ HOTS
effectively. In this situation, it will be more appropriate to make a comparisonbetween the first group and the
second group.
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference between the gainscore pointsof the first experimental group to
whom generative learning model is applied and the second experimental group to whom CORE learning model
is applied. The results of the t-test carried out between the gain score of the first experimental group and the
second experiment group of each learning models, no significant difference has been found
[t(54) = 1.39 p > .05] in the component of in analysing skill,
[t(54) = 1.70 p > .05] in the component of in evaluating skill,
[t(54) = 2.44 p < .05] in the component of creating skill,
In this case, hypothesis 3 was rejected for the component of creating skill,but accepted for the component
of in analysing skill and the component of in evaluating skill.There was
more increase in the arithmetical mean of the first experimental group than the second experimental group.
The data acquired has shown that the generative learning model has improved learners’ higher order thinking
skill of thetenth grade learners from the social science department in 7 Malang Senior High School more than
CORE learning model.

IV. Discussion
In this research the effects of generative learning model and CORE learning model on learners’ higher
order thinking skill were searched. For this reason, two experimental groups were formed.Whereas generative
learning model was applied to the first experimental group, while CORE learning model was applied to the
second experimental group.
The data of this research has indicated that generative learning model and CORE learning model
improved learners’ HOTS.There has been a result in favour of the first experimental group of learners’
especially in the component of creating skill.Application of generative learning model for three weeks has
improved the creating skill of learners considerably. In fact, when the point increases were analysing skill and
evaluating skill, itwas again in favour of the experimental group. If the program had lasted more thanthree
weeks, the results between groups wouldhave been different.
Based on data analysis, there was a significant difference between the pre-test and post-test points of
the first experimental group to whom generative learning model was applied. There was also a significant
difference between the pre-test and post-test points of the second experimental group to whom CORE learning
model was applied. Both models had a positive impact in learners’ HOTS. These finding is supported by the
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previous researches as follows: (1) The findings of Grabowski (2014) that generative learning model can
increase gains in recall, comprehension, and higher order thinking skill as well as improvement in self-regulated
learning skill; (2) The findings of Calfee (2004) that CORE learning model emphasized learners to exchange
information with other learners to find the misconception happened and shape it into a new knowledge units.
But there were no previous researches compare these models.The result shown that learners’ higher order
thinking skill with generative learning model and CORE learning model increased because these models
emphasized construction of learners’ new information and existing information (Brown &Lehn, 1980; Calfee,
2004; MacGillivray, et al., 2010; Grabowsi, et al., 2014; Maknun, 2015).
However, generative learning model had better impact of higher order thinking skill because this model
give a new concept to learners after each learners made a hypothesis of problem. This step is very effective to
encourage learners’ enthusiasm on new concept given by teacher to strengthen their hypothesis. CORE learning
model has lower impact of higher order thinking skill because the new concepts were given before learners face
the problem and make their hypothesis of problem. This influence learners lose their enthusiasm and being a
free rider in a group discussion.
The weakness of generative learning model mostly resemble to CORE learning model, such as the
tendency of misconception, free rider, and takes a long time. The weakness of both models should be handled by
a prepared-well lesson plans to ensure the time effectiveness (Velmahos et al.,2004; Clark & Elen, 2006).
Besides, the teacher should create an atmosphere that can achieve the goal of effective and efficient learning, not
only the interaction between learners and teachers, but also the interaction with learning resources that exist in
the environment around the learners (Fatchan, 2015).

V. Conclusion
Based on data analysis, we can conclude that there is a significant difference between learners’ HOTS
using generative learning model and CORE learning model, especially in the component of creating skill.
Learners’HOTS with generative learning model is higher than CORE learning model.
Future researchers should understand the weakness and the strength of generative learning model and
CORE learning model well. The weakness of both models should be handled by a prepared-well lesson plans to
ensure the time effectiveness.
A number of limitations need to be considered in interpreting the findings of this study. This study
included only the tenth grade learners from the social science department in 7 Malang Senior High School. A
more comprehensive study including the other disciplines and/or across disciplines will contribute to our
understanding of the relationship attitudes as well as their main effect on achievement.
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